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SUBMISSION FROM RAC MOTORING SERVICES  

For reference, I would like to enclose findings of an RAC Opinion Panel survey from 

November 2015 on motorist attitudes to a pavement parking ban. Please note this 

data is a UK sample. 

Residential Pavement Parking: 

 The majority of respondents park their cars on their drives (60%), though a significant
minority park on the street outside their homes (16% including Residential Parking Zones
and non-Residential Parking Zones).

 Of those that park outside their homes on the street, 78% say they never park on the kerb,
though a significant minority (14%) say they always park on the kerb.

o The most common reason for motorists parking on the kerb outside their homes
is to prevent through-traffic from being restricted (76%).

o 35% of this group of  respondents are concerned about others parking  in their
street in a way that always obstruct the pavement and a further 39% are
concerned that others sometimes obstruct the pavement when parking

General attitudes to pavement parking 

 Parking in town centres: parking locally in town centres, or when visiting friends etc., 36% of
respondents say they sometimes park their vehicle partially on the pavement whilst 61% say
they never do this.

 Concerns about pavement parking: When asked about their biggest concerns regarding
pavement parking, respondents ranked obstruction of pavement access as the top concern
(75%), followed by damaging tyres or the underside of the vehicle (41%) and receiving a
parking ticket (31%).

 Pavement Parking – should it be allowed?: Almost half of those surveyed believe that
vehicles should be allowed to park with only 1-2 wheels on the pavement provided that by
doing so, they don’t obstruct pavement access (48%). Only 37% believed that vehicles
should never be allowed to park on the pavement.

 Parking on soft verges – should it be allowed?: Opinion is fairly evenly split. 35% of
respondents believe vehicles should be allowed to park on soft verges with 1-2 wheels on
the verge provided they don't cause damage to the verge and 29% believe that vehicles
should be allowed to park on verges provided they don't obstruct access for others.  35%
believe vehicles should never be allowed to park on verges.

 Opinion on new laws to ban pavement parking: A quarter (23%) support a total ban, but
another 23% believe the current laws are adequate. The greatest support (50%) is for
banning pavement parking but only where it specifically obstructs pavement access.

 On Punishments: 46% are in favour of a written warning on the first offence, followed by a
fixed penalty notice, but no points on the offender's licence is the preferred punishment for
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those breaking pavement parking laws (46%); 36% favour a fixed penalty notice for the first 
offence, but no points on the offender's licence.  
 
*Notes: Research carried out online with the RAC Opinion Panel 19-26 November 2015 with 1,217 respondents 

 

  

 

 


